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Filled up with comprehensive, balanced insurance of classic and contemporary research, relevant illustrations, and
engaging applications, this book demonstrates how psychology can help you understand yourself and the world--and
uses psychological principles to illuminate the variety of opportunities you possess in your life as well as your upcoming
career. The publication and linked workbook are highly readable, engaging, and visually appealing, providing you with an
abundance of material you can place to use each day. While professors cite this bestselling publication for its
educational credibility and the authors' capability to stay current with ''popular topics,'' students say it's one text
they simply don't want to avoid reading.
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A Text Book for People Who Don't Like Textbooks :) I actually didn't know what to anticipate when I signed up for this
(online) program through my community vocational/technical college, let alone what the textbook would be like - and
was amazed by both. No writing, no wear, very clean good reserve and $8 for any college textbook can be a crazy deal,
also for a used one. No code was delivered with the new book. Many times I known as my 16 yr old child out to learn a
passage because; a) it had been interesting, b) it had been informative, c) it had been both. It is in very good shape and
at an excellent price considering what my college wanted for a fresh one.I recommend this publication (or subsequent
editions, of course) to any instructor searching for a well-balanced, thought- and discussion-provoking text that is sure
to be well-received among a broad range of college students. I also highly recommend it for those who are looking for a
well-rounded reference for their psychology library - because as I said, this one's a keeper. Everyone should browse this.
It had been ok, I am sure it is way outdated by now.Very easy to learn. Not confusing or overly technical. Not just hate
the price of those college books. Had this reserve in College. Almost all people who buy this reserve will be forced into
doing so. College books are therefore expensive. Psych Class I actually hate reading textbooks, but I must say i liked this
one! The book spurred extremely interesting and thought-provoking discussions with my classmates inside our online
forums - non-e of us ever fulfilled face-to-face, which might have been what helped precipitate such honest (and
sometimes heart-wrenching) disclosures. I love the capability to recycle and reduce adverse impact that human beings
do to our earth. Many thanks so much for providing this service and an excellent product. Great publication. Everyone
should read this Great book. Strong quality text Above average textbook which makes the analysis of Psychology just a
little less intimidating.Rented the kindle edition for a course, but I am probably going to buy it prior to the semester is
over. However, it is a pretty nice book to learn. Very informative.Its such as a personal help textbook." Well this reserve
came in fact it is like new. This publication still works. Quality I am grateful because of this book. Way better than I
expected We paid 8 dollars for this normally very expensive textbook. I truthfully expected this to be some kind of scam
or actually crappy publication, but I figured, "Hey I'm only out $8. Use this book for class This book is the cheaper
version of the original book needed for intro to Psychology. I found this text to be incredibly readable; Definitely
awesome. Renting my classes books from Amazon may be the most sensible thing to do Did not have to return it it had
been the right book for my class Text book I needed to pass I got a B in my own psychology 3 course thus pretty
satisfied Unsure How the heck do I get access to the online class. I'm an (old) adult student, and this is the FIRST text I
kept!
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